THE FLIGHT TO INDIA
ago when it was quite undeveloped. It is now invested with a
modern hotel and a rumour that King Fuad of Egypt con-
templates building a summer palace here. History will repeat
itself if Mersa Matruh becomes a monarch's home again; for it
was here that in Roman days Cleopatra, Queen of charmers,
entertained Mark Antony in her palace overlooking the violet
and emerald waters of the bay and flanked by alluring deep
blue lagoons.
The outlines of several lost cities can be seen from the air
along this coast, as also the great irrigation cisterns built by
the Romans in which to store the rainfall, and provide, like
Joseph, for lean years. From the air, too, the division between
the sandy desert and the broad strip of green, cultivated land
watered by the Nile, looks as if it might have been cut by a
sword.
Two days' rest in Cairo provided a welcome break in the
journey. Engines as well as personnel were in need of rest and
attention. Everyone made full use of their time. The Pyramids
were found to retain their mystic glamour when seen from the
air, the Sphinx's gaze through the distant windows of time
and space remains quite unruffled by the approach of man's
latest invention, but the sycamore chariots of Tutankainen
encased in their gold, turn back many a page in the creaking
story of transport development.
The second part of the journey, east of Egypt, brought fresh
conditions and added interest. Leaving behind the friends who
had showered hospitality upon them in Cairo, the aviators
hurried eastward in front of a sandstorm, rose above it into clear
air and were soon crossing from Africa to Asia.
Over the hills of Judah the visibility was good, affording
intimate glimpses of such places as Jerusalem, Bethlehem and
Nazareth.
Seen from the air, the best guide-book for Palestine becomes
the Bible. The Holy Land, and the life-story of the Founder of
Christianity, unfolded itself in a series of pictures that have all
the mingled grandeur and simplicity of the parables. Passing
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